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We maintain that the time scale that governs the quantum-to-classical crossover, in the sense that interfer-
ence effects are suppressed for shorter times, depends logarithmically rather than algebraically on\.
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In our paper@1# we calculated the Ehrenfest time@2# tE
} ln(1/\) beyond which the Wigner function loses its clas
cal interpretation of a phase space density in the limi\
→0. Tomsovic and Heller maintain@3# that the time scale
for the breakdown of semiclassics increases algebraic
rather than logarithmically with 1/\.

It appears to us that the issue is basically one of termin
ogy. The use of a semiclassical approach on algebraic
long time scales~like in the papers cited in Ref.@3# and in
earlier papers@4#!, requires inclusion of quantum interfe
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ence effects that do not have a classical analog. The Eh
fest time, however, refers to a stricter quantum-to-class
correspondence; namely, it is the time until which one m
ignore the effects of quantum mechanical interference. T
is what is relevant for the physics of shot noise and we
localization~Ref. 13 in our paper!. It is well established that
tE} ln \, although there is no consensus on the coefficien
proportionality~which was the topic of our work!. The alge-
braic time scale considered by Tomsovic and Heller is irr
evant for these transport properties.
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